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The difficulty of the police investigators in investigating environmental crime is caused by many factors that cause environmental pollution and lack of professionalism of law enforcement officers, as well as the high financial costs. The problem in this thesis is "how the duties and authority, and what factors become obstacles for national police investigators in investigating environmental crime such as B3 waste pollution in Lampung province?"

The approach used in this study was through two approaches, namely: a juridical normative approach, the study of literature related to the problem. The next approach is empirical juridical approach to field research by looking at the reality.

The results showed that the duties and authorities of the police investigators in the investigation of criminal offenses in the form of environmental pollution B3 in Lampung Police jurisdiction goes by according to the provisions in the Criminal Procedure Code (KUHAP), Law No. 2 in 2002 on RI police, and law No. 32 in 2009 on the protection and management of the environment. but the implementation of the police investigators and PPNS-LH still have to coordinate for an expert witness with other government institutions in accordance with the field so it will take a long time and is not efficient. The constraints in the investigation of B3 waste pollution is waste sampling of an industry is not easy, not simple proof material, inadequate knowledge and skills of investigators in particular about the environment associated with the B3 waste pollution, inadequate infrastructure such as laboratories that make the workers was difficult to classify the pollution that has occurred.

Technical guidelines should be made more clearly and firmly associated with the duties and authority of investigation in particular against environmental crime between police investigators and PPNS-LH. Next for the police of Lampung province should send members or investigators for training and education, especially related to environmental crime.
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